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Download ebook of the devil's reprise (devils #2) by karina halle given a second chance,
music journalist dawn emerson and guitarist sage knightly are reunited, only to have
their lives threatened again by a demonic bargain. the sequel to the devil’s metal, from
usa today bestselling author karina halle. when dawn emerson got the chance to go on
tour with her favorite metal band, hybrid, she thought she landed the writing gig of the
centu given a second chance, music journalist dawn emerson and guitarist sage knightly
are reunited, only to have their lives threatened again by a demonic bargain. the sequel
to the devil’s metal, from usa today bestselling author karina halle. when dawn emerson
got the chance to go on tour with her favorite metal band, hybrid, she thought she
landed the writing gig of the century. but what started off as a dream for the budding
music journalist quickly turned into a nightmare that she and guitarist sage knightly
barely escaped alive. now, months after they went their separate ways, sage invites

dawn to accompany him on his first solo tour across europe and write about it for creem
magazine. but like the last tour, nothing is as easy as it seems. sage is a broken man on
the path to self-destruction and dawn isn’t sure if she’s the right person to save him. and
aside from having to pick up the pieces of their burgeoning relationship, they have to
negotiate the mysterious new photographer assigned to dawn’s story, as well as
vindictive promoters and demonic groupies they thought they’d never see again.
because this time, it’s dawn who made a deal with the devil and the only thing worse
than having to uphold a bargain with the prince of darkness is not remembering how
you’re supposed to pay it back. it may be with their souls. ...more
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B P R D HELL ON EARTH, VOL 4: THE DEVIL'S ENGINE &AMP; THE
LONG DEATH (B P R D HELL ON EARTH #4)
agent johann, the ectoplasmic man, leads a special task force through the monsterfilled northwestern woods in order to hunt down and kill the man he blames for
leaving him a disembodied spirit. in the southwest, agent devon and the psychic
crust punk fenix form an uneasy alliance in order to escape the horde of the giant
bat-faced monsters. written by mike mignola and joh agent johann, the
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ectoplasmic man, leads a special task force through the monster-filled
northwestern woods in order to hunt down and kill the man he blames for leaving
him a disembodied spirit. in the southwest, agent devon and the psychic crust
punk fenix form an uneasy alliance in order to escape the horde of the giant batfaced monsters. written by mike mignola and john arcudi, and drawn by james
harren (conan the barbarian) and tyler crook (petrograd), this arc continues the
series comics alliance calls "one of the best books on the stands." ...more

THE SENTINELS: THE DEVIL'S HAND / DARK POWERS / DEATH
DANCE [ROBOTECH OMNIBUS] (THE SENTINELS #1-3)
#1 the devil's hand in 2020, a new battle fortress, the sdf-3, was tasked with a trip
across the galaxy to make peace with tirol's robotech masters. but the robotech
masters were already on their way to earth. and at tirol, the sdf-3 would face the
galaxy's fiercest warlord: the invid regent! #2 dark powers stranded on the far side
of the galaxy after battling the invid horde #1 the devil's hand in 2020, a new
battle fortress, the sdf-3, was tasked with a trip across the galaxy to make peace
with tirol's robotech masters. but the robotech masters were already on their way
to earth. and at tirol, the sdf-3 would face the galaxy's fiercest warlord: the invid
regent! #2 dark powers stranded on the far side of the galaxy after battling the
Readable/Downloadable
invid hordes, the robotech expeditionary force's chances for survival were slim.
but suddenly a starship unlike any other appeared -- manned by an incredible
assortment of beings determined to challenge the invid regent himself! ref
volunteers and their war mecha signed on for a campaign that would mean their
destruction -- or liberty for the planets of the sentinels! #3 death dance four
months had passed without a word from the sentinels. fearing the worst, the
expeditionary mission to tirol began truce negotiations with the invid regent
himself. but far away, the surviving sentinels were stranded on praxis, a planet in
cataclysm. deep within that world's core were answers to the sentinels' prayers -if they could only reach them before praxis tore itself apart... .more
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THE DEVIL'S CASINO: FRIENDSHIP, BETRAYAL, AND THE HIGH
STAKES GAMES PLAYED INSIDE LEHMAN BROTHERS
the inside story of what really happened at lehman brothers and why it failed in
the devil's casino: friendship, betrayal, and the high stakes games played inside
lehman brothers, investigative writer and vanity fair contributing editor vicky
ward takes readers inside lehman's highly charged offices. what ward uncovers is
a much bigger story than lehman losing at the risky the inside story of what really
happened at lehman brothers and why it failed in the devil's casino: friendship,
betrayal, and the high stakes games played inside lehman brothers, investigative
writer and vanity fair contributing editor vicky ward takes readers inside lehman's
highly charged offices. what ward uncovers is a much bigger story than lehman
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losing at the risky game of collateralized debt obligations, swaps, and leverage. a
can't put it down page turner that opens the world of wall street to view unlike any
book since bonfire of the vanities, except that the devil's casino isn't fiction.
details what went on behind-the-scenes the weekend lehman brothers failed, as
well as inside lehman during the twenty years preceding it describes the feudal
culture that proved both lehman's strength and its achilles' heel written by vicky
ward, one of today's most connected business and finance writers on wall street,
lehman brothers was cheekily known as "the cat with nine lives." but as the devil's
casino documents, this cat pushed its luck too far and died?the victim of men and
women blinded by arrogance. ...more

B P R D HELL ON EARTH, VOL 10: THE DEVIL’S WINGS (B P R D
HELL ON EARTH #10)
there is panic at the bprd when a blackout hits—and kate is possessed! but with
johann dealing with gigantic monsters from another dimension in japan, how will
liz and the remaining agents save kate? this volume collects b.p.r.d. hell on earth
#120–#124.
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DEVIL'S KNOT: THE TRUE STORY OF THE WEST MEMPHIS THREE
(JUSTICE KNOT #1)
*soon to be a major motion picture starring reese witherspoon and colin firth * the
west memphis three. accused, convicted, and set free. do you know their story? in
2011, one of the greatest miscarriages of justice in american legal history was set
right when damien echols, jason baldwin, and jessie misskelley were released
after eighteen years in prison. award-winning jour *soon to be a major motion
picture starring reese witherspoon and colin firth * the west memphis three.
accused, convicted, and set free. do you know their story? in 2011, one of the
greatest miscarriages of justice in american legal history was set right when
damien echols, jason baldwin, and jessie misskelley were released after eighteen
years in prison. award-winning journalist mara leveritt's the devil's knot remains
the most comprehensive, insightful reporting ever done on the investigation, trials,
and convictions of three teenage boys who became known as the west memphis
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three. for weeks in 1993, after the murders of three eight-year-old boys, police in
west memphis, arkansas seemed stymied. then suddenly, detectives charged three
teenagers, alleged members of a satanic cult, with the killings. despite the witchhunt atmosphere of the trials, and a case which included stunning investigative
blunders, a confession riddled with errors, and an absence of physical evidence
linking any of the accused to the crime, the teenagers were convicted. jurors
sentenced jason baldwin and jessie misskelley to life in prison and damien echols,
the accused ringleader, to death. the guilty verdicts were popular in their home
state, even upheld on appeal, and all three remained in prison until their
unprecedented release in august 2011. with close-up views of its key participants,
this award-winning account unravels the many tangled knots of this endlessly
shocking case, one which will shape the american legal landscape for years to
come. ...more
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THE DEVIL'S RIGHT-HAND MAN: THE TRUE STORY OF SERIAL
KILLER ROBERT CHARLES BROWNE
from a new york times bestselling author and an award- winning journalist comes
the gripping true story of a cold-blooded killer. in 2000, robert charles browne
wrote a letter from his prison cell in colorado, where he was serving a life
sentence for the murder of a young girl. "the score is you one, the other team 48,"
wrote browne. "seven sacred virgins entombed side by from a new york times
bestselling author and an award- winning journalist comes the gripping true story
of a cold-blooded killer. in 2000, robert charles browne wrote a letter from his
prison cell in colorado, where he was serving a life sentence for the murder of a
young girl. "the score is you one, the other team 48," wrote browne. "seven sacred
virgins entombed side by side, those less worthy are scattered wide." no one in
local law enforcement knew what to make of this message, nor could they guess
the bizarre murder saga about to land in their laps. then in 2002, three retirees
formed their own cold case squad-and wound up tracing browne's tantalizing and
enigmatic clues to unsolved murders in six states. this is the gripping, powerful
true story of a cold-blooded killer-and the tireless investigators who defied all
odds to uncover his chilling truth. ...more
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THE DEVIL'S DOZEN: HOW CUTTING-EDGE FORENSICS TOOK
DOWN 12 NOTORIOUS SERIAL KILLERS
a forensics expert follows the historic evolution of csi through a century of serial
killers. "katherine ramsland has brilliantly captured the insights and drama of
some fascinating cases" (dr. henry lee) in her previous bestselling books. now she
examines the case histories of twelve of the most notorious serial killers of the last
one hundred years, and answers the quest a forensics expert follows the historic
evolution of csi through a century of serial killers. "katherine ramsland has
brilliantly captured the insights and drama of some fascinating cases" (dr. henry
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lee) in her previous bestselling books. now she examines the case histories of
twelve of the most notorious serial killers of the last one hundred years, and
answers the questions: what clues did they leave behind? how were they
eventually caught? how was each twist and turn of their crimes matched by the
equally compelling weapons of science and logic? from exploring the nineteenth
century's earliest investigative tools to remarkable twenty-first century csi
advances, the devil's dozen provides a fascinating window into the world of those
who kill-and those who dedicate their lives to bringing them to justice. ...more

HISTORICAL ROMANCE 2-BOOK BUNDLE: THE DEVIL'S LOVE AND
WICKED ANGEL
new york times bestselling author julia london has thrilled readers of historical
romance for more than a decade. now, together for the first time as an ebook
bundle, here are the novels that launched her captivating career. the devil’s love
abigail carrington sails to england to marry the man she has loved since
childhood. at the altar, michael ingram, marquis of darfield, new york times
bestselling author julia london has thrilled readers of historical romance for more
than a decade. now, together for the first time as an ebook bundle, here are the
novels that launched her captivating career. the devil’s love abigail carrington
sails to england to marry the man she has loved since childhood. at the altar,
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michael ingram, marquis of darfield, seems a dark, brooding stranger. with
scandal shadowing his past, the devil of darfield has agreed to the marriage only
to save his ancestral home. but abigail’s charm bedevils him—just as the passion
of michael’s kiss gives her hope that theirs can be more than a marriage of
convenience. wicked angel she may be the talk of the ton, but alexander
christian, duke of sutherland, recognizes the ravishing bavarian countess for who
she really is: lauren hill, the widowed country girl who captured his
heart—despite his pledge to another woman. lauren needs to see the man who
haunts her dreams. alexander wants one night with his blue-eyed enchantress.
they’ll soon discover that forbidden love is always a scandalous choice. ...more
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AT THE DEVIL'S TABLE: THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE INSIDER
WHO BROUGHT DOWN THE CALI CARTEL
in this riveting and relentless nonfiction thriller, award-winning investigative
reporter william c. rempel tells the harrowing story of former cali cartel insider
jorge salcedo, an ordinary man facing an extraordinary dilemma—a man forced to
risk everything to escape the powerful and treacherous cali crime syndicate.
colombia in the 1990s is a country in chaos, as a weak in this riveting and
relentless nonfiction thriller, award-winning investigative reporter william c.
rempel tells the harrowing story of former cali cartel insider jorge salcedo, an
ordinary man facing an extraordinary dilemma—a man forced to risk everything
to escape the powerful and treacherous cali crime syndicate. colombia in the
1990s is a country in chaos, as a weak government battles guerrilla movements
and narco-traffickers, including the notorious pablo escobar and his rivals in the
cali cartel. enter jorge salcedo, a part-time soldier, a gifted engineer, a respected
businessman and family man—and a man who despises pablo escobar for patriotic
and deeply personal reasons. he is introduced to the godfathers of the cali cartel,
who are at war with escobar and desperately want their foe dead. with mixed
Readable/Downloadable
feelings, jorge agrees to help them. once inside, jorge rises to become head of
security for miguel rodríguez orejuela, principal godfather of the $7-billion-a-year
cali drug cartel. jorge tries to turn a blind eye to the violence, corruption, and
brutality that surround him, and he struggles privately to preserve his integrity
even as he is drawn deeper into the web of cartel operations. then comes an order
from the godfathers that he can’t obey—but can’t refuse. jorge realizes that his
only way out is to bring down the biggest, richest crime syndicate of all time. thus
begins a heart-pumping roller-coaster ride of intensifying peril. secretly aided by a
pair of young american dea agents, jorge races time and cartel assassins to extract
damaging evidence, help capture the fugitive godfather, and save the life of a
witness targeted for murder. through it all, death lurks a single misstep away.
william c. rempel is the only reporter with access to this story and to jorge, who
remains in hiding somewhere in the united states—even the author doesn’t know
where—but has revealed his experience in gripping detail. salcedo’s is the story of
one extraordinary ordinary man forced to risk everything to end a nightmare of his
own making. ...more

INTO THE DEVIL'S DEN: HOW AN FBI INFORMANT GOT INSIDE THE
ARYAN NATIONS AND A SPECIAL AGENT GOT HIM OUT ALIVE
in 1996, the aryan nations was considered to be the most dangerous white supremacist
group in the united states. this brutally violent neo-nazi organization dreamed of carving
an isolated homeland out of the american northwest–a dream they would finance by
robbery, intimidation, and murder. for years, the fbi had sought to infiltrate the aryan
nations, only to be thwarted in 1996, the aryan nations was considered to be the most
dangerous white supremacist group in the united states. this brutally violent neo-nazi
organization dreamed of carving an isolated homeland out of the american northwest–a
dream they would finance by robbery, intimidation, and murder. for years, the fbi had
sought to infiltrate the aryan nations, only to be thwarted by the group’s extreme
paranoia of new members. enter dave hall, a tattooed, 350-pound, six-foot-four former
biker. a black belt in martial arts, he could fight, drink, and ride with the best–which is
to say, the worst–of them. but hall was no stereotypical biker. a thoughtful, articulate
man blessed with a photographic memory and an unshakeable core of decency, hall was
looking for a new direction in life. after hall was arrested for his minor involvement in a
drug deal, fbi special agent tym burkey gave him a choice: go to jail or become an
Readable/Downloadable
informant. hall didn’t go to jail. so began a most unlikely partnership, between a hellraising former biker and a by-the-book fbi man. the oddest of odd couples, they would
slowly forge a unique friendship based on trust and support–a friendship that hall
especially would come to value in the months and years ahead. for what was supposed
to be a short-term assignment grew to something much longer, and bigger in scope, as
hall became the ohio aryan nations leader’s right hand man. and more and more, hall
suspected that a significant terrorist action was being planned, something on the order of
the oklahoma city bombing. yet with the clock ticking, hall found his hold on reality
crumbling as he was forced into behaviors and beliefs that repelled him. with the everpresent threat of discovery and death hanging over his head, he felt his psyche start to
fragment, leading to estrangement from his family and friends, and vicious bouts of
insomnia, night terrors, and panic attacks. but it was too late to back out. together, hall
and burkey would have to finish their dance with the devil. harrowing and intense, this
true-life thriller is a testament to bravery, dedication, and friendship–and a timely
reminder that america’s homegrown terrorists can be just as deadly as those from
overseas. ...more
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THE DEVIL'S HORN: THE STORY OF THE SAXOPHONE, FROM
NOISY NOVELTY TO KING OF COOL
in the devil's horn, michael segell traces the 160-year history of the saxophone-a
horn that created a sound never before heard in nature, and that from the moment
it debuted has aroused both positive and negative passions among all who hear it.
the saxophone has insinuated itself into virtually every musical idiom that has
come along since its birth as well as into music in the devil's horn, michael segell
traces the 160-year history of the saxophone-a horn that created a sound never
before heard in nature, and that from the moment it debuted has aroused both
positive and negative passions among all who hear it. the saxophone has
insinuated itself into virtually every musical idiom that has come along since its
birth as well as into music with traditions thousands of years old. but it has also
been controversial, viewed as a symbol of decadence, immorality and
lasciviousness: it was banned in japan, saxophonists have been sent to siberian
lockdown by communist officials, and a pope even indicted it. segell outlines the
saxophone's fascinating history while he highlights many of its legendary players,
including benny carter, illinois jacquet, sonny rollins, lee konitz, phil woods,
branford marsalis, and michael brecker. the devil's horn explores the saxophone's
intersections with social movement and change, the innovative acoustical science
behind the instrument, its struggles in the world of "legit" music, and the mystical
properties that seduce all who fall under its influence. colorful, evocative, and
richly informed, the devil's horn is an ingenious portrait of one of the most
popular instruments in the world. ...more
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THE DEVIL'S GENTLEMAN: PRIVILEGE, POISON, AND THE TRIAL
THAT USHERED IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
from renowned true-crime historian harold schechter, whom the boston book
review hails as “america’s principal chronicler of its greatest psychopathic
killers,” comes the riveting exploration of a notorious, sensational new york city
murder in the 1890s, the fascinating forensic science of an earlier age, and the
explosively dramatic trial that became a tabloid sensation a from renowned truecrime historian harold schechter, whom the boston book review hails as
“america’s principal chronicler of its greatest psychopathic killers,” comes the
riveting exploration of a notorious, sensational new york city murder in the 1890s,
the fascinating forensic science of an earlier age, and the explosively dramatic trial
that became a tabloid sensation at the turn of the century. death was by poison and
came in the mail: a package of bromo seltzer had been anonymously sent to harry
cornish, the popular athletic director of manhattan’s elite knickerbocker athletic
club. cornish barely survived swallowing a small dose; his cousin mrs. katherine
adams died in agony after ingesting the toxic brew. scandal sheets owned by
hearst and pulitzer eagerly jumped on this story of fatal high-society intrigue,
speculating that the devious killer was a chemist, a woman, or “an effeminate
man.” forensic studies suggested cyanide as the cause of death; handwriting on the
deadly package and the vestige of a label glued to the bottle pointed to a
handsome, athletic society scamp, roland molineux. the wayward son of a revered
Readable/Downloadable
civil war general, molineux had clashed bitterly with cornish before. he had even
furiously denounced cornish when penning his resignation from the knickerbocker
club, a letter that later proved a major clue. bon vivant molineux had recently wed
the sensuous blanche chesebrough, an opera singer whose former lover, henry
barnet, had also recently died after taking medicine sent to him through the mail.
molineux’s subsequent indictment for murder led to two explosive trials, a sexinfused scandal that shocked the nation, and a lurid print-media circus that ended
in madness and a proud family’s disgrace. in bold, brilliant strokes, schechter
captures all the colors of the tumultuous legal case, gathering his own evidence
and tackling subjects no one dared address at the time–all in hopes of answering
the tantalizing question: what powerfully dark motives could drive the wealthy
scion of an eminent new york family to foul murder? schechter vividly portrays
the case’s fascinating cast of characters, including julian hawthorne, son of
nathaniel hawthorne, a prolific yellow journalist who covered the story, and proud
general edward leslie molineux, whose son’s ignoble deeds besmirched a dignified
national hero’s final years. all the while schechter brings alive manhattan’s gilded
age: a gaslit world of elegant town houses and hidden bordellos, chic restaurants
and shabby opium dens, a city peopled by men and women fighting and losing the
battle against urges an upright era had ordered suppressed. superbly researched
and powerfully written, the devil’s gentleman is an insightful, gripping work, a
true-crime historian’s crowning achievement. ...more
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THE DEVIL'S BROKER: SEEKING GOLD, GOD, AND GLORY IN
FOURTEENTH- CENTURY ITALY
a vibrant history of italy in the cataclysmic fourteenth century as seen through the
life of a brilliant military strategist and bandit lord at the dawn of the renaissance,
hordes of mercenaries swooped down on the opulent city-states of italy and
commenced to drain them dry. the greatest of all the bandits was sir john
hawkwood, an english expatriate and military genius w a vibrant history of italy in
the cataclysmic fourteenth century as seen through the life of a brilliant military
strategist and bandit lord at the dawn of the renaissance, hordes of mercenaries
Readable/Downloadable
swooped down on the opulent city-states of italy and commenced to drain them
dry. the greatest of all the bandits was sir john hawkwood, an english expatriate
and military genius who formed his own army, cleverly pitted ancient rivals
against one another, held the pope for ransom, and set blood running in the streets.
in this gripping biography of the charismatic hawkwood, frances stonor saunders
illuminates the fourteenth century as a time of plague, political schism, and
religious mania offset by a gargantuan appetite for spectacle and luxury. dazzling
and addictively readable, the devil's broker is a riveting account of the fortunes
gained and lost in a tumultuous time. ...more

DAREDEVIL: THE DEVIL'S HAND (DAREDEVIL MARVEL COMICS)
meet daredevil as you've never seen him before! the cataclysmic events of issue
#500 left matt in the toughest place of his life - and forced him to make the
hardest decision he's ever made. now's the start of a radically different chapter in
daredevil's adventures with the new creative team of andy diggle (thunderbolts)
and roberto de la torre (iron man) collects daredevi meet daredevil as you've never Readable/Downloadable
seen him before! the cataclysmic events of issue #500 left matt in the toughest
place of his life - and forced him to make the hardest decision he's ever made.
now's the start of a radically different chapter in daredevil's adventures with the
new creative team of andy diggle (thunderbolts) and roberto de la torre (iron man)
collects daredevil: dark days & daredevil #501-505. ...more

THE DEVIL'S ROOMING HOUSE: THE TRUE STORY OF AMERICA'S
DEADLIEST FEMALE SERIAL KILLER
the devil’s rooming house is the first book about the life, times, and crimes of
Readable/Downloadable
america’s most prolific female serial killer. in telling this fascinating story, m.
william phelps also paints a vivid portrait of early-twentieth-century new england.

THE DEVIL'S TEETH: A TRUE STORY OF OBSESSION AND SURVIVAL AMONG
AMERICA'S GREAT WHITE SHARKS
a journalist's obsession brings her to a remote island off the california coast, home to the world's
most mysterious and fearsome predators--and the strange band of surfer-scientists who follow
them susan casey was in her living room when she first saw the great white sharks of the farallon
islands, their dark fins swirling around a small motorboat in a documentary. these s a journalist's
obsession brings her to a remote island off the california coast, home to the world's most
mysterious and fearsome predators--and the strange band of surfer-scientists who follow them
susan casey was in her living room when she first saw the great white sharks of the farallon
islands, their dark fins swirling around a small motorboat in a documentary. these sharks were
the alphas among alphas, some longer than twenty feet, and there were too many to count; even
more incredible, this congregation was taking place just twenty-seven miles off the coast of san
francisco. in a matter of months, casey was being hoisted out of the early-winter swells on a
crane, up a cliff face to the barren surface of southeast farallon island-dubbed by sailors in the
1850s the "devil's teeth." there she joined scot anderson and peter pyle, the two biologists who
bunk down during shark season each fall in the island's one habitable building, a haunted, 135year-old house spackled with lichen and gull guano. two days later, she got her first glimpse of
the famous, terrifying jaws up close and she was instantly hooked; her fascination soon yielded
to obsession-and an invitation to return for a full season. but as casey readied herself for the
eight-week stint, she had no way of preparing for what she would find among the dangerous,
forgotten islands that have banished every campaign for civilization in the past two hundred
years. the devil's teeth is a vivid dispatch from an otherworldly outpost, a story of crossing the
boundary between society and an untamed place where humans are neither wanted nor needed.
...more
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A DEVIL'S CHAPLAIN: REFLECTIONS ON HOPE, LIES, SCIENCE,
AND LOVE
the first collection of essays from renowned scientist and best-selling author
richard dawkins. richard dawkins's essays are an enthusiastic testament to the
power of rigorous, scientific examination, and they span many different corners of
his personal and professional life. he revisits the meme, the unit of cultural
information that he named and wrote about in his groundb the first collection of
essays from renowned scientist and best-selling author richard dawkins. richard
dawkins's essays are an enthusiastic testament to the power of rigorous, scientific
Readable/Downloadable
examination, and they span many different corners of his personal and
professional life. he revisits the meme, the unit of cultural information that he
named and wrote about in his groundbreaking work the selfish gene. he makes
moving tributes to friends and colleagues, including a eulogy for novelist douglas
adams; he shares correspondence with the evolutionary biologist stephen jay
gould; and he visits with the famed paleoanthropologists richard and maeve
leakey at their african wildlife preserve. he concludes the essays with a vivid note
to his ten-year-old daughter, reminding her to remain curious, to ask questions,
and to live the examined life. ...more

THE DEVIL'S LIGHT (THORNDIKE PRESS LARGE PRINT BASIC)
paperback: 471 pages publisher: large print press; large edition (march 6, 2012)
language: english isbn-10: 1594135142 isbn-13: 978-1594135149 product
dimensions: 8.4 x 5.5 x 1 inches
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THE DEVIL'S RIGHT HAND: THE TRAGIC STORY OF THE COLT
FAMILY CURSE
the epic story of a great american dynasty, beset by scandal, tragedy, and a dark
curse from the author of the devil's rooming house comes the horrific legacy of
death and destruction in the gunmaking colt family during the nineteenth century,
a legacy largely remembered for a lurid murder case that inspired edgar allan
poe’s story “the oblong box”—but one that encompassed the epic story of a great
american dynasty, beset by scandal, tragedy, and a dark curse from the author of
the devil's rooming house comes the horrific legacy of death and destruction in the
gunmaking colt family during the nineteenth century, a legacy largely
remembered for a lurid murder case that inspired edgar allan poe’s story “the
oblong box”—but one that encompassed so much more . m. william phelps
Readable/Downloadable
reveals an unfathomable pattern surrounding repeating arms inventor samuel
colt—from the death of all the colt children, including sam’s sea captain son’s
mysterious demise aboard his yacht, to the eccentric and pious life of sam colt’s
widow. but the tip of this iceberg was the 1841-42 murder case of john c. colt, one
of new york’s most sensational scandals. printer samuel adams went to collect a
debt from bookkeeper and author john colt and was never seen alive again.
shocking revelations followed: did john shoot adams with one of his brother’s colt
firearms before hacking him up and packing him in an oblong box? did sam colt
invent the revolving pistol, or steal the idea? part historical true-crime, part family
biography and cultural history, the devil’s right hand is a stirring narrative about a
darkly cursed american dynasty. ...more
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THE DEVIL'S DOCTOR: PARACELSUS AND THE WORLD OF
RENAISSANCE MAGIC AND SCIENCE
philippus aureolus theophrastus bombast von hohenheim, who called himself
paracelsus, stands at the cusp of medieval and modern times. a contemporary of
luther, an enemy of the medical establishment, a scourge of the universities, an
alchemist, an army surgeon, and a radical theologian, he attracted myths even
before he died. his fantastic journeys across europe and beyond philippus aureolus
theophrastus bombast von hohenheim, who called himself paracelsus, stands at
the cusp of medieval and modern times. a contemporary of luther, an enemy of the
medical establishment, a scourge of the universities, an alchemist, an army
surgeon, and a radical theologian, he attracted myths even before he died. his
fantastic journeys across europe and beyond were said to be made on a magical
white horse, and he was rumored to carry the elixir of life in the pommel of his
Readable/Downloadable
great broadsword. his name was linked with faust, who bargained with the devil.
who was the man behind these stories? some have accused him of being a
charlatan, a windbag who filled his books with wild speculations and invented
words. others claim him as the father of modern medicine. philip ball exposes a
more complex truth in the devil's doctor—one that emerges only by entering into
paracelsus’s time. he explores the intellectual, political, and religious
undercurrents of the sixteenth century and looks at how doctors really practiced, at
how people traveled, and at how wars were fought. for paracelsus was a product
of an age of change and strife, of renaissance and reformation. and yet by uniting
the diverse disciplines of medicine, biology, and alchemy, he assisted, almost in
spite of himself, in the birth of science and the emergence of the age of
rationalism. ...more
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